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What did Matt cutts tell us about links

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26UDxLSEoBA


What is a Natural Backlink:

By definition, a natural backlink is a link that appears to be placed by the 
website owner with no incentives.  Incentives could be revenue, free product in 
exchange for the link, or any form of compensation including a free ticket or 
pass to an event or a hotel room for a night.  Natural links do not have tracking 
parameters attached to them.  This includes utmsource, javascripts that redirect 
them through an affiliate link on the outbound click, or parameters that are not 
naturally occurring.  Natural backlinks tend to be copy and paste URLs that go 
direct to the site which is why parameters may appear sometimes.  Natural links 
also do not normally go to category pages.  They tend to go to the homepage, a 
specific piece of content like a blog post or infographic, and are almost never 
keyword rich (keyword stuffed) anymore. Adam Reimer

The good links





The Good
01

You can always just be 
smoking



1. Content Relevance
2. Avoid Bad Neighborhoods
3. How Does The Site Monetize
4. Where Are Competitors
5. Avoid Footer and Sitewides
6. Search Expired Domains

Things to look for 



● Bad links. These links lead to bad parts of the web and are known as bad PPC (pills, porn, and casinos). If 

your website links to other sites that include links like these, remove yourself from that neighborhood.

● Too many external links. When a page on a website has too many links to other outside sites, it is 

considered to be in a bad neighborhood. This also pertains to links to sites that are not related to the content 

the original site is about. Most websites won’t have to worry about too many external links, but if it’s beyond 

what would be considered a reasonable number, then it might look like your site is being used by other 

domains for unnatural link building practices.

● Over-abundance of ads. Websites that clutter their pages with too many ads or unrelated ads from outside 

sites are optimized less and can be linked to bad neighborhoods. They come across as low quality and may 

not be focusing on good content.

● Poorly written content. Weak content, or content that is inaccurate and misleading can place it into a bad 

link neighborhood. Content that includes grammar or spelling mistakes are more likely to show up further 

down on the search results list, therefore being associated with bad neighborhoods as well.

● Unrelated links that are paid for. An old but outdated strategy for unnatural link building is buying links from 

other sites to try to help SEO. Although this use to work a very long time ago, Google’s algorithm is now 

mostly able to detect these and can penalize your site if it thinks you are doing this.

What is a bad neighborhood



Check out any site you are trying to get a link from.

Check the IP of hosting of sites - YouGetSignal.com

Check the domain in Archive.org for old content

Check what sites are linking to the domains - ones you buy and ones you get links from

See what they have in their media kit - avoid ones selling links

Generally avoid the link sellers unless you know them and the content on the site is relevant and 
not filled with other links

Can anyone get a link? Directories are generally okay but few have any major lift 

Things to check



Links that use visual assets as the link have 
value - especially given Penguin

Avoid building numerous repeated anchor 
text links

Editorial links - someone links to your 
content because they like it

Think creatively 

Types of links that work



I interview university professors who study 
in the area I need links - the content is 
hosted on our site and link to it is sent to 
quoted professor who in over 50% of the 
time use it in their CV

Or other experts in your industry like master 
grillers

Buy expired domains with your keywords 
(more to come on this)

Creative ways to get good links



One way to potentially get a site going a bit faster is to use an aged domain that has a good backlink profile, a 
clean history, and is perhaps even getting some traffic already.

There are many ways to use an aged domain, including building out a site on it with similar URLs and content 
that it had before it expired, or simply redirecting the entire domain to another site.

There are always risks involved, of course, and so a move like this shouldn’t be done lightly, but always needs 
to be carefully evaluated.

You really do want to ensure things like:

● The domain hasn’t been used for anything dodgy (check the Wayback Machine)
● There are no super spammy links pointing to it
● It hasn’t been a dead site for too long

Buying Old or Expired Domains



Buying Expired Domains





Limit the links expired domains 
have from one C block



A number of tools provide good look ups for 
your competitors links

Ahref

SEMRush 

Link Research Tools

Where Do competitors get their links?



Ahref link research



Deeper in ahrefs



SEMRush



Link Research Tools



The bad - don’t believe in them - fix them

Ones linker got wrong 
or pages you have not 

redirected properly

Broken links in

Use a link checker to 
find 404 links on sites 

you want a link from - I 
use Chrome’s Broken 

Link Checker

Check right sites



This has been a relatively overplayed 
procedure

Google understands that there will be a mix 
of links going to your site

Obviously some links are bad - but Google 
generally does not penalize you for them as 
people could do negative SEO

Look for them and find out how got there

Disavowing Toxic links



Use these search strings in Google. They’re designed specifically to unearth resource pages:

“Keyword” + inurl:links

“Keyword” + “helpful resources”

“Keyword” + “useful resources”

“Keyword” + “useful links”

Find resource pages



Create tools - Develop online tools, industry-specific calculators, and other resources

Write Testimonials - Give praise especially to sites that link to  your site 

Find niche and general industry directories

Join business groups

Use HARO (Help a Reporter Out) - It’s one way to earn backlinks when stories are published.

Use social media profiles that have links to your site - Knowem.com is my go to

Some Recommended methods i have used



Knowem overview



So remember

Good doesn’t mean 
easy

The good

There is no bad so 
much as things to fix

The bad

Look at your situation 
and do the things most 

effective for you first

The effective



None of this a 
secret



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, 
including icons by Flaticon and infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks!
aussiewebmaster@gmail.com

kangamurramedia.com

do you have any questions?

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

